The Persistence of Wildness in Britain

The drab sogginess of a March
cornfield, saluted by one honker from
the sky, is drab no more.
FROM THE JOURNALS OF
ALDO LEOPOLD
The eel, the cormorant, and other
slippery creatures
During a riverside amble on a grey
morning last September, my attention
was caught by a large, dark, floating
bird. The S-bend of the bird’s neck was
compressing, releasing, flicking
backwards, and stabbing outwards. And
something elongate and wriggling was
clasped by its narrow beak.
The bird was a cormorant and the
elongate form a European eel. Their
struggle was underway when my
observation began and lasted for a
further minute-and-a-half (or so I
estimated, for I don’t wear a watch).
The cormorant, in an attempt to align
one of the eel’s ends with the action of
its swallowing, was repeatedly flicking
the eel into the air and re-catching it.
On one occasion, the hunter nearly lost
its meal, snaring the wriggler by only
the last couple of inches of its body. As
the tussle drew on, it seemed
increasingly likely that the eel would
escape, but through a mixture of skill
and fortune, coupled with unwavering
persistence, the cormorant at last
manoeuvred the length of its meal into
a vertical position and ingested it
whole.
The release-catch-and-swallow
action took place within a single
pendulum swing of Big Ben’s clock
mechanism. And I use that time
comparison for a reason: the cormorant
had been hunting in the reflection of the
Houses of Parliament (where our
elected politicians meet to decide,
among other things, how much room
and “resources” our country wants to
take for humans, and how much it is
prepared to leave for wildlife).
The experience of watching the
cormorant and the eel had been
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that building that MPs – much like their
colleagues in ostentatious constructions
around the globe – have effectively
condemned wild nature to an ever more
Thriving wildlife
marginalized niche, by either giving it
in man-made spaces?
no value or only valuing what a pound
London might not fare badly against
[or dollar, or yen] sign can be placed in
other large cities in the wildlife that it
front of. The few politicians who have a
supports, but its wet artery is not wild.
broader outlook deserve much
In millennia past, the Thames would
commending.) Instead, the symbolism
have been sinuous from its tributaries to got me thinking about how the quality
its estuary, offering a plethora of current of “wildness” persists in spite of human
patterns and a variety of niches for
development.
creatures of different sizes and habits.
The eel I watched, like all others in
Furthermore, its banks would have been its species, had been spawned in the
sloped and dynamic (rather than being
Sargasso Sea, off the east coast of North
made of concrete). Had I stood on the
America. As a larva it spent about a
riverside on a September morning back
year drifting eastwards, on a remarkable
then, I’m certain I would have observed journey, to reach Europe before starting
lifeforms of a vastly greater richness. As its long maturation to an adult fish in
it was, the cormorant and eel were alone. freshwater. It was a wild animal. And it
Based on what I could see or hear, at
was eaten by another wild animal.
least, the scene was biologically
depauperate.
The matrix is wild
Now, one might argue that the city
The week before I saw the cormorant
that stands on those concrete banks is
and the eel, I had attended a three-day
part of a biologically remarkable
conference in Sheffield on rewilding. A
civilization. I would contend, instead,
dominant theme of the meeting was, to
that we cannot justify any such
put it concisely, that wilderness is a
celebration until we have begun to return thing of Britain’s past and that our
the global species extinction rate from
future landscapes are thus necessarily
its anthropogenically elevated status
all human-driven ones. The wilderness
towards its background level, or at a
might well be gone, but the eel and the
minimum made this task a genuinely
cormorant reminded me that the matrix
serious priority.
is still wild.
For what I mean by anthropogenic,
We have concreted over soil,
let’s take the European eel as an
straightened waterways, killed off
example. The species is listed as
carnivores, and introduced aliens. But
critically endangered in the IUCN Red
the matrix is wild.
List. Although the threats to its
We have homogenized grassland
continued existence are far from being
and, later, rolled fake plastic turf over
fully understood, a suite of factors are
the top. Still wild.
thought to be involved, including
We have sculpted trees and
damage by hydropower turbines, climate supressed fires. Wild.
change, shifts in ocean currents,
Wild momentum
exploitation and trade, habitat loss, and
To put the idea another way, we can say
pollutants.
that the community of species has wild
So, no, the symbolism of the
cormorant and eel’s battle in front of the momentum. At no point in our process
of domesticating the Earth have we
Houses of Parliament did not make me
crossed a threshold that terminated this
think about how wildlife was thriving
momentum. Natural selection and
alongside human development. (It is in
enriching, but how was my brain to
process the rich symbolism of the
overall scene?
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evolution still proceed. The basic laws
of population dynamics are still at play.
And innate tendencies still govern the
full gamut of animal behaviours and
the defensive and propagative strategies
of plants (see Figures 1 and 2).
Before we proceed further with this
line of thought on the persistence of
wild momentum, there is something
that I need to stress: it should in no way
be used as a reason for complacency in
conservation efforts, for there are past
acts we urgently need to undo, and
trends we need to slow and reverse. But
it rebuts the notion that Britain is now
in a “post-wild” state. And it should
give us hope for the future (if we can
get to a point where humans properly
respect the intrinsic value of nonhuman nature [i.e. its right to survive
and thrive independent of any benefit it
may offer us]).
What about rewilding?
The realization of wild momentum
throws a new light on the ongoing
discussions of rewilding in Britain.
Importantly, instead of thinking of
rewilding as something we have to
choose to set in motion, I believe it
would be more accurate to see it as a
phenomenon that would automatically
happen without our conscious and
continuous prevention. This is very
different, though, from saying that no
intervention is needed at the start, and
we should explore this point in a little
more depth as it is significant.
To help us, there is an excellent
metaphor employed by Steve Carver
(Director of the Wildland Research
Institute at the University of Leeds),
who is an advocate of large-scale
rewilding of Britain (Carver, 2014). He
describes rewilding as being like
setting a hang-glider in motion: you
need to help it get off the ground, but
once you’ve done that it will look after
itself. An extension of that metaphor is
that it is human acts – including
extirpations of species like the Eurasian
beaver and the wild boar (Gray, 2015)
– that have caused the hang-glider to
crash and necessitate its re-launch.
Of course, getting the hang-glider
off the ground is something that may
take years or decades. The consequent
need for long-term thinking in
disentangling ourselves from natural

Figure 1. A length of barbed wire swallowed by the growth of a tree trunk. This is a sight to make
chainsaw operators wince, but it is also a visual metaphor for the wild power of nature
Photo: J. Gray

processes has led me to propose the
term “conservation exit strategies”
(Gray and Curry, 2015). I’m aware that
this disentanglement may not sit
comfortably with everyone, though.
Indeed, as Schnitzler (2014) has
observed: “A conservation strategy
based upon letting ecosystems evolve
out of human control is… a
controversial one for Europeans.”

drawing on work that Steve Carver was
involved in):

Are some places wilder than others?
Another important point about wild
momentum is that it is perfectly
consistent with the notion of degrees of
wildness. This is something that has
been conceptualized scientifically, by,
for instance, Ceau u and colleagues
(2015), who have produced maps of
Europe illustrating the variation in four
objective components of decreased
wildness:

I think that all of these metrics are
useful and valid; however, my inner
naturalist has led me to develop a few
more rough-and-ready indices of
wildness, to serve me on woodland
rambles. And it is these with which I
shall conclude the article.
The first is a proportion: the
percentage of ground covered by dead
wood. Semi-natural ancient woods
might have a decent mix of tree species
and a reasonably diverse age structure,
as compared with plantations, but they
often come unstuck from a paucity of
standing and fallen dead wood. The
ground should be a mess of triphazards (see Figure 3).
The second is a ratio: pounds of
wild mammal flesh to pounds of nonwild mammal flesh. So if I glimpse a
herd of sheep, say, from the edge of a
wood, I need some fallow deer to crash
through the undergrowth or a fox or
two to dash across my path, in order to
restore the balance. (Yes, the deer are
non-native, but they don’t know that,

artificial night light;
human accessibility;
proportion of harvested primary
productivity; and,
deviation from potential natural
vegetation.
Other components have been
employed specifically for parts of
Europe with denser human settlement
(e.g. by Müller and colleagues [2015],
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population density;
distance from modern human
artefacts;
naturalness of land cover; and,
ruggedness.
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Figure 2. A wild response to two man-made landscapes in Croft Forest, Herefordshire. This site is
currently a conifer plantation but before that was parkland. The picture shows a dense growth of conifer
saplings on the substrate of a standing dead broadleaved tree that was never cleared
Photo: J. Gray

and so it doesn’t matter to my
quantification of wildness.)
The third is a difference score: the
number of dog barks subtracted from
the number of raptor calls. The former
can instantly snap me out of a
wilderness daydream. The latter, for
me, evoke the wild in its purest form.
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Figure 3. A forest floor (not in the UK) illustrating
what the author means by "a mess of trip-hazards
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